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Abstrat

To attrat the next generation of Forth program-

mers, new tools are needed. The Forth Net should

serve as a single point of entry to get them started.

1 Introdution

The Forth Net[1℄ is in the proess of being hanged

to a meta-repository whih an host an optional

git repository for eah projet, but an also link to

other repository websites like GitHub[2℄. The main

features remain to provide a single point of entry

for Forth-related projets, delaring dependenies

between projets, and the ability to speify addi-

tional tags for eah projet to �nd similar ones or

speify groups.

To make the Forth Net attrative for new pro-

grammers I investigated the Node.js ommunity.

2 Related Work

Node.js[3℄, a platform for running JavaSript out-

side the browser environment is one of the fastest

growing ommunities on the web. To �nd out what

the next generation of Forth programmers want and

need, I investigated the ommunity to identify its

main pillars.

NPM, Node Pakaged Modules[4℄ is the main

repository for sharing JavaSript soure. It has a

small and easy to learn interfae based on a simple

�le in eah projet and the NPM program itself. To

use NPM for a new projet one adds a pakage.json

�le, whih spei�es the dependenies. This �le also

ontains projet meta data like name and author,

making the projet itself a valid NPM pakage.

GitHub has no fany website for eah projet,

but just displays a README �le di�erent formats,

most prominent ones are MarkDown or plain text.

This makes the user interfae required to setup a

projet desription website even smaller.

3 Flink

Copying these features is not doing justie to Forth,

I wanted to emphasize Forth's unique features like

the interative ompiler interfae. An emulated

Forth System inside the browser is not of muh use

for serious projets, so the system is laid-out as fol-

lows:

Server A web server apable of handling

WebSokets[5℄ used as a broker between

the other parties.

Flink An interative browser IDE, build as respon-

sive website running on every major browser

whih supports HTML5 and WebSokets.

Uplink A tiny implementation of the WebSoket

interfae, whih is only neessary until the

target Forth system understands the Flink-

WebSoket protool. As the protool is a work

in progress, please onsult the repository for

the latest ommand set[6℄.

Flink onsists of an interative onsole[7℄ and an

editor[8℄ whih an load and save soure ode to

the projet's repository. One the programmer is

logged in, and has a target system attahed via up-

link, the onsole behaves like a line-bu�ered Forth.

To ompile the ode from the editor window, it is

transfered a line at a time waiting for the Forth's

�ok� or an error messages. If the Uplink is on-

neted diretly to a system with no Internet aess

(i.e. over a serial line), Flink enables this devie to

a rih IDE and allows inlusion of other �les and

even projets.

4 Further Steps

Pakage Format A simple format for the Forth

Net whih provides similar funtionality like

NPM's pakage.json . An alternative would be

to parse the forth soure ode for "�nlude ...".

User Interfae A HTML5 user interfae whih

simpli�es API to the Forth System drastially

by having a full-blown GUI on the front end,

and a simple text interfae to Forth.

M2M Communiation As Flink is based on the

Websoket Protool, it also works behind most

�rewalls and allows for remote mahine main-

tenane as well as indiret mahine to mahine

ommuniation
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